An alternate title that illustrates how far the
legislature has strayed from the constitutional
single subject requirement:

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S.F. No. 3656
A bill for an act
relating to practically anything and everything; prohibiting use of the arts and cultural
heritage fund for projects that promote domestic terrorism; requiring the Amateur Sports
Commission to submit a bid to host the Nordic World Cup Ski Championship event;
regulating low-dose x-ray security scanners; allowing sugar beet transporters to leak liquids
on the road; exempting hair braiders from cosmetology registration requirements; creating a
new offense for driving slower than the flow of traffic in the left lane; making technical
changes to higher education loan forgiveness and research grant programs; modifying
accessibility requirements for public buildings; establishing requirements to declare the
nonexistence of a father-child relationship; specifying conditions of legislative ratification of
proposed collective bargaining agreements; creating a Motor Vehicle Title and Registration
Advisory Committee; modifying the solar energy incentive program; restricting the
reunification of parents and children after sexual abuse; reducing the annual contribution to
the renewable energy development account; establishing an Oversight Commission for the
Legislative Budget Office; establishing highways signs for the Minnesota State Academy for
the Deaf and Minnesota State Academy for the Blind; requiring predatory offender
registration for certain invasion of privacy crimes; requiring higher education institutions to
disclose their student complaint process; establishing a utility stakeholder group to direct
energy efficiency tracking system; increasing penalties for child pornography offenses;
naming select highway stretches and bridges to honor local heroes; increasing medical
assistance reimbursement rates for doula services; establishing energy storage system pilot
projects;expanding criminal sexual conduct offenses for persons in recent positions of
authority over juveniles and for peace officers who engage in sexual activity with those in
custody; extending the sunset date for the court technology fund; allowing utilities to include
pension cost in rate base; modifying gizzard shad cast net requirements; investigating
potential registration and voting violations; modifying requirements for cities to establish
organized collection; allowing home-schooled or non-public school students to enroll PostSecondary Enrollment Options program if they take a career and technical course; allowing
semi-trucks to take up multiple lanes when navigating roundabouts; modifying buffer strip
regulations; creating external review of MPCA water quality standards; expanding of DWI
law to include prior offenses in other states; conducting cost-benefit study of energy storage
systems; providing a grant for a student loan debt counseling program; requiring utilities to
include energy storage in integrated resource plans; altering requirements and prohibitions
for flashing, glaring and white lights on vehicles; increasing penalty for certain invasion of
privacy crimes; transferring Spinal Cord Injury and Traumatic Brain Injury grant funding
source to special revenue fund; creating a transition period for the Legislative Budget Office
to take responsibility for coordinating fiscal notes; requiring reports on court-imposed stays
of sentence or adjudication for sex offenses; creating Prairie Island Net Zero Project;
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administering a claims award process for businesses negatively affected by the sale and
closure of a biomass plant; creating summative academic rating system for districts and
schools; prohibiting denials for expedited service requests for drivers licenses or title
transactions due to limitations of the IT system; prohibiting using MNLARS funding for
additional DPS employees; requiring training of staff, quality controls, provider education at
the Office of Health Facility Complaints; prohibiting building bikeways that would eliminate
or relocate disability parking; changing fee for selling native grasses and wildflower seed in
commercial quantities; requiring user testing for state agencies implementing software
impacting local government; establishing a biomass business compensation account;
encouraging nonexclusionary disciplinary policies and practices before dismissal of a
student; requiring school districts to shut off drinking water sources that contain excessive
amounts of lead contamination; removing exemption for touching clothing covering the
buttocks in fifth degree criminal sexual conduct statute; creating a Task Force on missing and
murdered indigenous women; allowing schools to display “In God We Trust”; exempting
certain business addresses from display on Secretary of State website; prohibiting students
eligible for free and reduced price lunches being denied lunch for outstanding debt; allowing
bicyclists to cross an intersection from a dedicated right-hand turn lane without turning right;
requiring people charged with specific crimes to provide biological specimens; mandating
course in government and citizenship; appropriating funds to reimburse legal costs of the
counties in the Otto v. Wright County case; imposing conditions negotations for an extension
of the Northstar Corridor; enabling Deputy Registrars to edit transaction information;
changing definition of renewable chemical to include biomass material; prohibiting the
disarming of local law enforcement officers; requiring private insurance coverage of 3D
mammograms; modifying regulations for temporary water well boring; prohibiting drivers
license suspensions solely for not appearing in court for a petty misdemeanor or a failure to
pay a fine; appropriating money for school-linked mental health grants delivered by
telemedicine; modifying child care provisions related to families experiencing homelessness;
appropriating money for agriculture, rural development, housing, state government, public
safety, transportation, environment, natural resources, energy, jobs, economic development,
higher education, prekindergarten through grade 12 education, health, and human services;
making technical changes, requiring rulemaking, requiring reports; amending MN Statutes
2016…
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